Abstract
Introduction
Recently human age estimation has become an active research in computer vision and pattern recognition, because of many potential applications in the real world. Age estimation is useful for creating an age-specific humancomputer interaction (AS-HCI) system [7] or electronic customer relationship management (ECRM) [1] .
Some earlier work on age estimation [13, 18, 12, 14, 28, 7] performed on small databases, demonstrating the pos-sibility of computer-based age estimation on human faces. Later work [6, 5, 35, 33, 8, 11] used larger databases, such as the Yamaha Gender and Age (YGA) database that contains 8,000 images. Guo et al. [10] demonstrated that age estimation on YGA has to be performed for males and females separately because of the influence of gender on age estimation. To deal with the gender influence problem, a two-step procedure was proposed [10] that uses a classification module first and then does age estimation for males and females separately. Ni et al. [17] performed crossdatabase age estimation using faces collected from the Internet as training data, and tested age estimation performance on some aging databases, e.g., the FG-NET [4] and MORPH [19] . However, the reported mean absolute errors (MAE) are high. For example, the MAE is 8.60 years on MORPH (a large database), and as high as 9.49 years on FG-NET (a smaller one). In order to reduce the age estimation errors, a study of the influence of ethnicity and gender on age estimation was performed very recently [9] . The empirical study shows that the influence is significant, and a two-step procedure was proposed: (1) gender and ethnicity group classification and (2) age estimation performed on each classified group. A question may be asked: Is it possible to use a single method to estimate age and deal with gender and ethnicity affection?
On the other hand, even a pure age estimation procedure may contain three tasks: feature extraction, feature dimensionality reduction, and aging function learning [14, 33, 11, 17, 10] . For example, [11, 10, 9] extracted features using a biologically-inspired method [20, 26, 16] , performed dimensionality reduction by manifold learning techniques [2, 3, 34] , and learned an aging function using the SVM [29] . One may ask: Is there a method to perform dimensionality reduction and aging function learning altogether, rather than performing two separate tasks using different techniques?
In this paper, we propose to investigate a new method, called kernel Partial Least Squares (kernel PLS or simply KPLS) regression, for age estimation. It can address the Figure 1 . Procedures for age estimation under gender and ethnicity variations. After feature extraction, the new method proposed here can use a single step for age estimation, rather than taking three separate operations as in a previous approach [9] . two issues discussed above within a single learning framework. As illustrated in Figure 1 , after feature extraction the newly proposed PLS models can use a single step for age estimation instead of taking three separate operations as in [9] . This single-step approach is beneficial in developing a practical age estimation system.
The PLS is a wide class of methods for modeling relations between sets of observed variables by means of latent variables. It was originally developed in chemometrics and has received a great deal of attention in other fields [22, 21] , such as bioinformatics, medicine, pharmacology, and social science, to name a few. We are curious about the performance of the PLS methods for computer vision problems. Actually, Schwartz et al. recently applied the linear PLS method to deal with pedestrian detection [25] and face recognition [24] . However, the linear PLS was used only for reducing the dimensionality and is then followed by a classifier for two-class classification problems [25, 24] . Here our emphasis is that the PLS models can do more things than just dimensionality reduction. Further, we introduce the KPLS method, which is better than the linear PLS in terms of age estimation accuracy. However, to our best knowledge, the KPLS has not been explored before in any computer vision problem.
In the following, we will describe the linear and nonlinear PLS regression models first, discuss their relations to other learning techniques for age estimation, and then show the age estimation experiments. Finally, we draw conclusions.
Partial Least Squares
PLS models relationships between sets of observed variables by means of latent variables [32, 22, 21] . The underlying assumptions of all PLS methods is that the observed data is generated by a system or process which is driven by a small number of latent variables. The projection of the observed data onto a small subspace of latent variables has been shown to be a powerful technique when observed variables are highly correlated, noisy and with high dimensionality. We describe the linear and nonlinear PLS regression models, and then compare them with other popular learning techniques.
Linear PLS Regression
Consider the general setting of a linear PLS algorithm [32, 22] to model the relation between two data sets or blocks of variables. Denote by X ⊂ R N an N -dimensional space of variables representing the first block and similarly by Y ⊂ R M a space representing the second block of variables. PLS models the relations between these two blocks by means of score vectors. After observing n data samples from each block of variables, PLS decomposes the (n × N ) matrix of zero-mean variables X and the (n × M ) matrix of zero-mean variables Y into the form
where the T and U are (n × p) matrices of the p extracted score vectors (components, latent vectors), the (N × p) matrix P and the (M × p) matrix Q represent matrices of loadings, and the (n × N ) matrix E and the (n × M ) matrix F are the matrices of residuals. The PLS method, which in its classical form is based on the nonlinear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) algorithm [31] , finds weight vectors w, c such that
where cov(t, u) = t T u n denotes the sample covariance between the score vectors t and u. The NIPALS algorithm starts with random initialization of the Y-space score vector u and repeats a sequence of iterations until convergence [31] .
The linear PLS models can have variants based on the deflation difference [22] . Most PLS models assume that (1) the score vectors t i , i = 1, · · · , p, are good predictors of Y, and (2) a linear inner relation between the score vectors t and u exists; that is
where D is a (p × p) diagonal matrix and H is the matrix of residuals. Combining Eqns. (1) and (3), we can derive
and this defines the linear PLS regression model
where C T = DQ T denotes the (p × M ) matrix of regression coefficients and F * = HQ T + F is the residual matrix. From Eqn. (5), one can see that the linear PLS model can use only p latent variables contained in T for regression, and usually p << N holds in practice. As a result, the linear PLS regression can be very fast in real applications.
The PLS models were originally derived for regression problems [31, 32, 22] , but can be adapted to classification using a similar form as Eqn. (5). The difference is the Y matrix which is changed to encode the class membership. Some recent approaches attempt to apply the linear PLS for classification in computer vision applications [25, 24] , but they can only deal with a two-class classification problem. A big effort has to be taken to deal with the multi-class classification problem in using the PLS method [24] . In addition, the linear PLS is only used for feature dimensionality reduction in [25, 24] . A classifier, e.g., SVM or others, has to follow the PLS for classification. Here we want to emphasize the nice property of the linear PLS model, i.e., the PLS model can do both feature dimensionality reduction and age estimation (or regression) simultaneously, which has not been presented in any previous approaches to human age estimation.
Kernel PLS Regression
When a strong nonlinear relation exists between two sets of data X and Y, linear PLS models may not perform well. The nonlinear PLS models can be realized by using different extensions of the linear PLS models [21] . A mathematically elegant way is to use the kernel trick as in [23] .
The linear PLS regression model (5) can also be expressed using the originally observed data X [23, 21] and written as Y = XB + F * (6) where the matrix B has the following form
Define the Gram matrix K of the cross dot products between all mapped input data points, i.e., K = ΦΦ T , where Φ denotes the matrix of the mapped X -space data
, where F is the high-dimensional feature space. The kernel trick implies that the elements i, j of K are equal to the values of the kernel function k(x i , x j ).
Then the kernel variant of the linear PLS model (6) has the following form [21] Y = ΦB + F * (8) where the estimate of B is
where the (n × 1) vector y m represents the m-th output variable. Then the kernel PLS regression estimate of the m-th output for a given input sample x will bê
Relation to Other Learning Methods
Machine learning methods, such as support vector machines (SVM) and support vector regression (SVR) [29] , have seen many successful applications in computer vision. The SVM and SVR have also been used successfully for human age estimation [8, 11] , where age estimation can be viewed as either a multi-class classification or a regression problem. However, the SVM and SVR usually cannot do feature dimensionality reduction. While the dimension of the extracted features in representing aging faces could be as high as thousands, it is necessary to reduce the feature dimensionality before applying the SVM or SVR to age estimation. Dimensionality reduction has two impacts: (1) reduce the computational time, especially in real-time applications, and (2) more importantly, improve the estimation accuracy. Recent manifold learning techniques have the potentials to improve the classification performance by incorporating the label information in deriving a subspace for low-dimensional embedding. In [10] , various manifold leaning methods were investigated for dimensionality reduction and age estimation accuracy improvement. The supervised manifold learning methods, such as OLPP (Orthogonal Locality Preserving Projections [2] ), MFA (Marginal Fisher Analysis [34] ), and LSDA (Locality Sensitive Discriminant Analysis [3] ), can use the class label information (e.g., age label) to make the within-class examples closer, while different-class examples further away, in computing the feature projection directions. These supervised manifold learning methods usually perform better than the unsupervised dimensionality reduction method such as the PCA [30] . It has been shown that the OLPP, LSDA, and MFA methods can improve the age estimation accuracies in comparison with the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method [10] . However, the age estimation process has to take two steps [10, 11] : (1) dimensionality reduction by manifold learning, and (2) age estimation with SVM or SVR.
Here the PLS and kernel PLS methods can reduce the feature dimensions and do age estimation simultaneously, without using two separate steps.
Further, both the linear and nonlinear PLS models [21] can have a vector output Y, which can contain multiple values in regression outputs. This nice property can help us do something more than age estimation. In [10] , it showed that the age estimation is influenced significantly by gender.
Age estimation should be performed for males and females separately, rather than in a mixed manner. To deal with the problem of gender influence in age estimation, the authors suggest a two-step process: gender classification and then age estimation. In [9] , it shows that age estimation is influenced by both gender and ethnicity. To deal with this influence problem, a two-step procedure was proposed where age estimation was preceded by a gender and ethnicity group classification module. Now, using the PLS or kernel PLS method, there is no need to have a classification module preceding age estimation. In a single step, the PLS or kernel PLS model can estimate age and take care of gender and ethnicity groups. It can be realized by simply putting the age, gender, and ethnicity labels into a vector Y for the PLS output.
In sum, the PLS models are the right method for human age estimation. It can perform dimensionality reduction, learn the aging function, and deal with gender and ethnic-ity influences simultaneously. Because of this nice property, we believe that the linear and kernel PLS models are of great value for age estimation in practice. The only remaining question is the age estimation accuracy. We will evaluate both the linear and nonlinear PLS methods in our age estimation experiments, and compare with the state-ofthe-art approaches.
Feature Extraction
Recently the biologically-inspired features (BIF) [20] have shown good performance in age estimation [11, 10] , as well as object category recognition [27] [16] and face recognition [15] . A specially-designed BIF with two layers [11, 10, 9] shows much lower age estimation errors than previous approaches. In our study, we want to use advanced features for facial aging pattern representation, and thus adopted the BIF method for feature extraction. Here our focus is to study the performance of the linear and nonlinear PLS models in age estimation.
In previous use of the BIF representation for age estimation [11, 10, 9] , the BIF has to be combined with manifold learning or subspace analysis in order to reduce the dimensionality and improve the estimation accuracy over the original high-dimensional BIF. The manifold learning methods that have been used before for the BIF representation include the PCA, OLPP [2] , MFA [34] , and LSDA [3] . After dimensionality reduction, the SVM method is usually used to estimate age [11, 10, 9] . Here we are interested in the linear and kernel PLS models since these methods can perform the two tasks simultaneously, given a feature representation. This is for the first time in computer vision to use a single method to reduce the feature dimensions and estimate age.
Experiments
We investigate the performance of PLS models for age estimation on a large database called MORPH [19] . A subset of the database is selected considering the gender and ethnicity distributions. The subset is divided into two halves that are used for training alternately, while the remaining in the database is used for testing. Note that only two ethnic groups (White and Black) were used for training, since the number of examples is too small in other groups. We evaluate the PLS models and compare with the state-of-the-art approaches.
The Database
The MORPH database [19] was used for our study. It is a large database containing two sections, I and II. Since MORPH-I is too small, we used MORPH-II that contains about 55,000 face images. The MORPH is a multi-ethnic database. It has about 77% Black faces and 19% White, while the remaining 4% includes Hispanic, Asian, Indian, and Other. The MORPH-II database is summarized in Table  1 based on the gender and ethnicity categories. One can see that the MORPH database is also very unbalanced in terms of the gender and ethnicity distributions, which was noticed in a recent study [9] . Further, it was showed in [9] that age estimation is influenced significantly by gender and ethnicity when evaluated in a cross-gender or cross-ethnicity situation. Because of the unbalanced distributions of ethnic groups, we randomly selected a subset of about 21,000 faces from MORPH-II that contains Black and White, Female and Male faces, denoted as set S. The age range is from 16 to 67 years in set S, almost the same as in W, the whole database. So S ⊂ W. In set S, there are half White and half Black, while the gender distribution is F : M ≈ 1 : 3, where F is for Female and M is for Male. The selection is to use all available females and make the subset S as large as possible. In order to compare with the method and results in [9] , we selected S similarly. Then the subset S is divided into S 1 and S 2 equally, so each S i is half of S. The purpose is to be able to alternate between S 1 and S 2 for training, and then the remaining in the whole database, i.e., W \ S 1 or W \ S 2 is used for testing.
The face images in set W were preprocessed. The faces were detected and aligned, and also cropped and resized to 60 × 60, similar to many previous approaches. Only the gray level images were used and the BIF features [11] were extracted from each face patch. Now our focus is to evaluate the performance of linear and kernel PLS models for dimensionality reduction and age estimation. We also want to investigate the nice property of the PLS models that can use a vector as the regression output, so that the gender and ethnicity can be estimated together with age information. The Yamaha database used in [35, 11] and the very small FG-NET [4] database are not good for us to fully explore the advantages of the PLS models.
Visualization of the Regression Results
Before performing the age estimation experiments, let us first look at the regression results of linear and nonlinear partial least squares (PLS) models. Given a training set S 1 containing about 10,000 face images, the BIF features were extracted on each face. Then the linear and kernel PLS methods are applied to the training set S 1 with the labels of age, gender, and ethnicity. As introduced in the beginning of this section, the age range is from 16 to 67 years. The ethnicity has only White and Black in the selected subset, either S 1 or S 2 . Experimentally we found that the linear PLS can work well with 30 hidden variables, while the nonlinear PLS work well with 20 hidden variables. Having more hidden variables does not necessarily improve the performance. To show the distribution of the regression results, the first two or three hidden variables are used for projection and the samples are displayed in Figure 2 . One can see that the points projected by the linear PLS model can display the age trend although they are scattered. The points projected by the kernel PLS display a tighter and clearer distribution of the aging trend. This visualization shows intuitively that the kernel PLS model is probably better than the linear PLS in learning the aging regression function. Figure 3 . The age estimation errors using different methods. KPLS for Kernel PLS, KSVM for Kernel SVM, and 3-Step for the approach [9] using three steps -dimensionality reduction using OLPP, gender and ethnicity group classification, and then age estimation. The Kernel PLS model has the smallest error in age estimation. Now we perform age estimation using the linear and nonlinear PLS models. We also compare the new PLS models with the state-of-the-art methods on age estimation. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . We found that both the linear and kernel PLS models can learn a very small number of "latent variables," e.g., 30 for linear PLS and 20 for kernel PLS, respectively. The number of latent variables determines the reduced dimensionality for the input features. The specific numbers of the latent variables were observed from a range of different numbers in experiments. The numbers, 20 and 30, are much smaller than the dimension of 200 selected by the OLPP method in [9] , and much smaller than the original dimension of 4,376 based on the BIF representation [11] .
Results and Comparisons

PLS
The linear and kernel PLS models can have a vector as the output. So it is convenient to put age, gender, and ethnicity labels altogether into the output vector. Then the PLS models can estimate age, gender, and ethnicity using the single learning step. As shown in columns 5 and 6 in Table 2 , the accuracies of gender and ethnicity estimation are pretty high for both PLS models, and comparable to the complex three-step process proposed in [9] . Please note that for ethnicity estimation we only reported accuracies for the Black and White, since other race groups were not used in training because the number of samples is too small. The linear SVM method used in [11] (without dimensionality reduction) only deals with age estimation, without considering gender or ethnicity. The linear or kernel SVM cannot do age, gender and ethnicity simultaneously.
Let us look at the age estimation results shown in the last column in Table 2 , which is the average of column 7 when two different sets, S 1 and S 2 , were used for training alternately. The kernel PLS obtains an MAE of 4.18 years, which is smaller than the 4.56 by linear PLS, and is smaller than the 4.45 using the complex 3-step procedure in [9] . The error reduction rates are 8.3% and 6.1%, respectively. Considering the age estimation is performed on a very large database, these error reductions are statistically significant. The linear SVM has an MAE of 5.09 years when working on the original BIF features without dimensionality reduction. The kernel SVM gives an MAE of 4.91 which is even higher than the linear PLS model. Comparing the kernel PLS with the linear and kernel SVMs, the error reduction rates are 17.9% and 14.9%, respectively. These two error reductions are very significant. As a result, the kernel PLS model outperforms the linear PLS, the state-of-the-art approaches using a three-step procedure [9] and using the linear SVM in [11] . To visually show the errors based on different methods, we display the MAEs in Figure 3. 
Aging Function Learning
We have shown that the kernel PLS model has the smallest age estimation errors in comparison with the state-ofthe-art methods as well as the nice properties to do dimensionality reduction and gender and ethnicity estimation simultaneously. Now we are curious about the capability of the kernel PLS model just for the aging function learning. In order to explore this, we applied the linear PLS model for dimensionality reduction using 30 latent variables, and then used the kernel PLS model for aging function learning.
To compare the performance with other advanced learning techniques, we also used the linear SVM, kernel SVM, linear SVR, and kernel SVR (the kernel SVR [29] has been used for aging function learning before in [8] on different databases, therefore we selected the SVR for comparison, too). All kernels here use the RBF function [29] . The age estimation results are shown in Table 3 . One can observe that the SVM and SVR have very similar age estimation errors, while the linear SVM (or SVR) performs even better than the kernel SVM (or SVR). The kernel PLS model gives the smallest error among the five methods, given the same input. This demonstrates that the kernel PLS is a great method for aging function learning, not just for dimensionality reduction. Another reason to perform this experiment is that the linear PLS is very fast in learning (and also in testing). It can quickly reduce the original high dimensionality into a small number, e.g., 30 . Then various methods for aging function leaning can be evaluated and compared conveniently on a very large database.
Conclusions
We have investigated the elegant methods called partial least squares models for age estimation. Both the linear and nonlinear PLS models can reduce the dimensionality from thousands into a very small number, e.g., 30 or 20. The PLS models are useful not only for dimensionality reduction, but also to learn the aging function as well. They can even deal with age, gender, and ethnicity altogether within a single learning step. All these nice properties make them great methods for human age estimation. When performing experiments on a very large database of more than 50,000 face images, the kernel PLS model gives the smallest error of 4.18 years, which outperforms the linear PLS model and the state-of-the-art methods. We expect to see more applica-tions of the PLS models in other computer vision problems.
